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AMI Days  

Students,  

On AMI days, you will need to complete the days assignment. It is due the next 

day we are in class. If we have several days out of school, you will complete however 

many days we are gone and return all of these the day we get back. I’m available to help 

you all day if you have questions. My email is Thollowell@greenlandsd.com Below are 

the lessons you will need to complete listed by day.  

 

 

 

Day 1:  

 

Today you are responsible for writing a half page “speech” over what your favorite part 

of your day off was (playing in the snow, playing video games, etc.).  You need to be 

descriptive enough that you can fill half a page. When you return you will read your half 

page “speech” to the class. This may be typed or handwritten. If you type your speech, 

do not share this with me. 

 

Day 2:  

 

Create a “scene” either on paper or on your laptop that demonstrates intrapersonal and 

interpersonal communication. You may draw different scenes, write out a script, or 

anything else you can think of that demonstrates the differences between these two 

types of communication. If you type your “scene”, do not share this with me. 

 

Day 3:  

 

Write half a page about a time you used ethical OR nonethical communication. This 

could be a time that you correctly used sources, a time you plagiarized, a time you 

respected  someone else's opinions, etc. Write about your experience using enough 

details to make it half a page. If you write about using nonethical communication, did 

you learn a lesson? Explain. If you type your story, do not share this with me. 

 

Day 4:  

 

Today you are responsible for writing a half page “speech” over what your favorite part 

of your day off was (playing in the snow, playing video games, etc.).  You need to be 

descriptive enough that you can fill half a page. When you return you will read your half 

page “speech” to the class. This may be typed or handwritten. If you type your speech, 
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do not share this with me. 

 


